Featured Supplier Donors of Whole Planet Foundation
Thank you to WFM suppliers that sponsored this year’s Holiday Bazaar to fund microcredit!

Event Sponsors

Event Sponsor Holiday Recipes and More!

- **Lifeway:** Can you get decadent pie flavor without turning on the oven? Yes, pe-can! Get your blender and taste buds ready for Lifeway’s [Maple Pecan Pie Smoothie](#).
- **Health-Ade:** Toast to the holiday season with Health-Ade’s delicious Holiday Cheers mocktail recipe.
- **If You Care:** Check out If You Care’s delicious [recipe for Peppermint Mocha Hot Chocolate](#) for this holiday season. This recipe gives your homemade coffee a festive and flavorful twist. Enjoy!
- **Pact:** Pact was chosen as this year’s [Whole Planet Foundation Trailblazer Award](#) recipient for their years of generosity and gorgeous product donations, but also for going above and beyond to engage advocates in the Foundation’s mission. Stay tuned for the winner of the $250 Pact site credit and Outrageous Holiday sweater contest tomorrow!

Today’s Sponsor Sweepstakes Winners!

Bear Pond Farm’s Ooni Multi-Fuel Portable Pizza Oven: Alexis Horner

Lifeway Gift Basket: Karen Fuseck

Pact $50 Site Credit: Jill Igara

We will email you to confirm your shipping address, so keep an eye out for that.